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(Pyter Pen speaks)
From the hands of God Himself
I have brought you the Hammer, 
Crossed a billion stars that no man dared to cross.
And the power of this weapon
In the right man's hand
Could bring peace again to this forsaken world.

And I made it all for you
'Cause I thought you could be saved
From the darkness that's taken this world, 
But I think I have done wrong.
You don't want to be saved.
I begin to think you like to live this way.

From the most crystalline light
Your souls have been created.
To be honored, brave and share this life.

But you chose another way
And got lost in this planet, 
Now what comes to save
Your life brings more disgrace

And I made it all for you

'Cause I thought you could be saved
From the hell that you made in this world, 

But I think I have done wrong.
You deserve this fate! 
Now if you want to fight
I'll give you a reason to that! 

"Lord, I don't know
Why they're acting this way again.
Just like when Your own Son you have sent
(Jesus they killed)
Yes they did
(Now they fight)
Very soon their destruction will come!"
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Give me back the Hammer.
You don't deserve It at all.
And till someone who does appear, 
It will be sank forever
At this Anvil, From now on known as Hope! 

... and I made it all for you, 
'Cause I thought you could be saved.
Now your only hope is lying at the Anvil.
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